PROBABLE ASSASSINATION ATTEMPT
AGAINST TRUMP BY "DEEP BLACK" FBI

I am calling the assassination attempt 90 percent probable because the alt media
site that reported it had the story FIRST, and I mean WAY FIRST, by almost a full
day, which could be explained by the fact the MSM took a while to figure out how to
whitewash it.

Probable confirmed assassination attempt on Donald
Trump by the FBI, with them using an off the books
"deceased" FBI agent who was reported as "retired" by
the MSM.

UPDATE: THE MSM VERSION OF THIS STORY AND ALT MEDIA VERSION OF THIS
STORY ARE NOW BOTH HERE. THE FACT THERE IS AN MSM VERSION AT ALL
LENDS STRONG SUPPORT TO THE ALT MEDIA VERSION BEING WHAT REALLY
HAPPENED, ESPECIALLY SINCE THE ALT MEDIA VERSION WAS RELEASED
FIRST.
Opinion: It took the MSM a whole freaking day to figure out how to spin this to bury
what really went on.
Here is the link to the alt media version of this event, that is now confirmed to have
happened. At the time of posting, the alt media site that was a day earlier than the
MSM with this is being DDOS'ed into oblivion.
DISCLAIMER: This is probably true, but not confirmed true because only one alt
media site carried this. However, that alt media site had this story almost a full day
before the MSM did. That ROCKS for credibility, I bet this really happened just like
this:
August 2nd, 2016 Brian Michael (New York)
A source within the NYPD has reported that an armed 62 year old man tried to sneak in to
the Trump Tower late Tuesday night. Interestingly the suspect who was found with a semiautomatic handgun fitted with a silencer has been identified as Barry Lee Bush, a former
Newark NJ FBI agent who has been "dead" since 2007.
A Secret Service agent discovered Bush after he had circumvented a security partition on
the bottom floor of the Trump Tower. Questioned by Secret Service at the scene, Bush
who initially identified himself as Barry Franklyn, remained silent offering no explanation
for why he broke security at the Trump Tower.
According to the NYPD source, Bush was arrested for trespassing and for illegally
carrying a pistol fitted with an illegal silencer. During his booking at the NYPD Jail,
Bush’s fingerprints were submitted to the National Crime Information Center, which
immediately reported Bush’s true identity.
"I wasn't sure if our system had malfunctioned, so I rescanned his fingerprints to confirm
that our system was working correctly. There was no system error. The man we have in
custody was reported deceased in 2007 after being shot in an attempted bank robbery,"
one source speaking on anonymity said.
The New York Times reported on April 6, 2007 that Barry Bush, a veteran F.B.I. agent on
a bank robbery detail was fatally wounded apparently when another agent's weapon
accidentally discharged during a confrontation with three gunmen outside a bank in a quiet
town in central New Jersey. Totally alive but "Deceased" FBI Agent Found At Trump
Tower With Silenced Pistol
TOTALLY UNMARKED GUN:

Speaking about the weapon found on Bush, the NYPD source stated, "We don't find
hardware like this on the streets-that Glock was never stamped at the factory [serial
number]-those pieces are reserved for people with a lot higher pay grades than
me."
According to a spokesman at the Newark FBI field office, Bush was killed in the line
of duty in April of 2007. Coincidentally, five minutes after we got off the phone with
him, a page honoring FBI agents who were killed in the line of duty, went down on
the FBI’s website.
It is not clear what Bush's intentions were for sneaking around security to presumably
access the service elevators at the Trump Tower, however it does not take much
imagination as to why Bush was carrying a silenced pistol at the time of his arrest.
Trump is in Florida today for rallies in Daytona Beach and Jacksonville. Trump has
informed us that he was not at the Trump Tower yesterday evening and did not have any
information about the incident, other than an armed man had been arrested at his building
and that it was not clear about what Bush's intentions were.
Mr. Trump seemed to take the news that an armed dead person was found at his NY
building with a grain of salt. Fortunately for his family and supporters, Mr. Trump is still
around to try to sort out this interesting incident.
This is how the MSM reported this, So now you have the alt media version and the
MSM version. Which one is true? Well, who lies, covers up, buries, etc? I don't think
the MSM would EVER report this without a huge slant and the fact that the alt media
source that reported this in an entirely different way had it before the MSM had it
and can't be accessed due to attacks against it stands, in my opinion, as a huge
hint toward the truth.
https://www.google.com/?gfe_rd=cr&ei=GtejV8X1MtHM8geG_57YBQ&gws_rd=ssl#q
=retired+police+officer+arrested+trump+tower

Deceased FBI Agent Found At Trump Tower With Silenced Pistol
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A source within the NYPD has reported that an armed 62 year old man tried to sneak
in to the Trump Tower late Tuesday night. Interestingly the suspect who was found
with a semi-automatic handgun fitted with a silencer has been identified as Barry Lee
Bush, a former Newark NJ FBI agent who has been dead since 2007.
A Secret Service agent discovered Bush after he had circumvented a security partition
on the bottom floor of the Trump Tower. Questioned by Secret Service at the scene,
Bush who initially identified himself as Barry Franklyn, remained silent offering no
explanation for why he broke security at the Trump Tower.
According to the NYPD source, Bush was arrested for trespassing and for illegally
carrying a pistol fitted with an illegal silencer. During his booking at the NYPD Jail,
Bush’s fingerprints were submitted to the National Crime Information Center, which
immediately reported Bush’s true identity.

“I wasn’t sure if our system had malfunctioned, so I rescanned his fingerprints to
confirm that our system was working correctly. There was no system error. The man
we have in custody was reported deceased in 2007 after being shot in an attempted
bank robbery, “one source speaking on anonymity said.
The New York Times reported on April 6, 2007 that Barry Bush, a veteran F.B.I. agent
on a bank-robbery detail was fatally wounded apparently when another agent’s
weapon accidentally discharged during a confrontation with three gunmen outside a
bank in a quiet town in central New Jersey.

Not actual gun
Speaking about the weapon found on Bush, the NYPD source stated, “We don’t find
hardware like this on the streets–that Glock was never stamped at the factory [serial
number]—those pieces are reserved for people with a lot higher pay grades than me.”
According to a spokesman at the Newark FBI field office, Bush was killed in the line of
duty in April of 2007. Coincidentally, five minutes after we got off the phone with
him, a page honoring FBI agents who were killed in the line of duty, went down on the
FBI’s website.
It is not clear what Bush’s intentions were for sneaking around security to presumably
access the service elevators at the Trump Tower, however it does not take much
imagination as to why Bush was carrying a silenced pistol at the time of his arrest.
Trump is in Florida today for rallies in Daytona Beach and Jacksonville. Trump has
informed us that he was not at the Trump Tower yesterday evening and did not have
any information about the incident, other than an armed man had been arrested at his
building and that it was not clear about what Bush’s intentions were.
Mr. Trump seemed to take the news that an armed dead person was found at his NY
building, with a grain of salt. Fortunately for his family and supporters, Mr. Trump is
still around to try to sort out this interesting incident.
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Deceased FBI Agent Found At Trump Tower With Silenced Pistol – arrested for trespassing
illegally carrying pistol with silencer
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A source within the NYPD has reported that an armed 62 year old man tried to sneak into the Trump Tower late
Tuesday night. Interestingly the suspect, who was found with a semi-automatic handgun fitted with a silencer,
has been identified as Barry Lee Bush, a former Newark NJ FBI agent who has been dead since 2007.
A Secret Service agent discovered Bush after he had circumvented a security partition on the bottom floor of
the Trump Tower. Questioned by Secret Service at the scene, Bush who initially identified himself as Barry
Franklyn, remained silent offering no explanation for why he broke security at the Trump Tower.
According to the NYPD source, Bush was arrested for trespassing and for illegally carrying a pistol fitted with
an illegal silencer. During his booking at the NYPD Jail, Bush’s fingerprints were submitted to the National
Crime Information Center, which immediately reported Bush’s true identity.
“I wasn’t sure if our system had malfunctioned, so I rescanned his fingerprints to confirm that our system
was working correctly. There was no system error. The man we have in custody was reported deceased in
2007 after being shot in an attempted bank robbery, “one source speaking on anonymity said.
The New York Times reported on April 6, 2007 that Barry Bush, a veteran F.B.I. agent on a bank-robbery
detail was fatally wounded apparently when another agent’s weapon accidentally discharged during a
confrontation with three gunmen outside a bank in a quiet town in central New Jersey.

Not actual gun
Speaking about the weapon found on Bush, the NYPD source stated, “We don’t find hardware like this on the
streets–that Glock was never stamped at the factory [serial number]—those pieces are reserved for people
with a lot higher pay grades than me.”
According to a spokesman at the Newark FBI field office, Bush was killed in the line of duty in April of
2007. Coincidentally, five minutes after we got off the phone with him, a page honoring FBI agents who
were killed in the line of duty, went down on the FBI’s website.
It is not clear what Bush’s intentions were for sneaking around security to presumably access the service
elevators at the Trump Tower, however it does not take much imagination as to why Bush was carrying a
silenced pistol at the time of his arrest.
Trump is in Florida today for rallies in Daytona Beach and Jacksonville. Trump has informed us that he was
not at the Trump Tower yesterday evening and did not have any information about the incident, other than
an armed man had been arrested at his building and that it was not clear about what Bush’s intentions
were.
Mr. Trump seemed to take the news that an armed dead person was found at his NY building with a grain of
salt. Fortunately for his family and supporters, Mr. Trump is still around to try to sort out this interesting
incident.
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